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The widespread deterioration and some recent collapses of highway bridges have 
highlighted the importance of developing effective bridge monitoring strategies that can 
help identify structural problems before they become critical and endanger public 
safety. A typical major urban centre may possess several hundreds of bridges, which 
makes it impractical to upgrade all these bridges with surface-mounted sensors to 
monitor their structural performance. A two-step approach may be used, in which 
potentially critical bridges are first identified through a screening process by remote 
satellite-based monitoring, and then further investigated with ground-based monitoring 
and detailed inspection. The capability of Canada’s RADARSAT-2 advanced synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) satellite is being investigated for use in the first step of the 
proposed approach, which can help prioritize in-situ monitoring and maintenance of 
critical bridges. Radar Interferometry (InSAR) is an advanced processing technique 
applied to radar images of the earth’s surface that can detect very small movements 
from ground features such as infrastructure systems, including roadway and railway 
bridges and their major components. By applying InSAR processing techniques to a 
series of radar images over the same region, it is possible to detect movements of 
infrastructure systems on the ground in the millimetre range, and therefore identify 
abnormal or excessive movement indicating a potential problem that needs more 
detailed ground investigation. A major advantage of this technology is that a single 
radar image, which can be obtained in darkness and through clouds, can cover a major 
urban area of up to 100 km by 100 km, and therefore all bridges in the area could be 
monitored cost effectively. Preliminary results from an application of this technology to 
the transportation infrastructure in the Vancouver metropolitan area are also presented 
and discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: The widespread deterioration of urban bridges has highlighted the 
importance of developing effective bridge monitoring strategies to identify structural 
problems before they become critical to public safety. The capability of Canada’s 
RADARSAT-2 advanced synthetic aperture radar satellite is being investigated for use 
in an approach to help prioritize in-situ monitoring and maintenance of critical bridges. 
Radar Interferometry is an advanced processing technique applied to radar images of the 
earth’s surface that can detect very small ground movements. With this technique, it is 
possible to detect changes in the elevation of civil infrastructures (e.g. bridges and 
roads) in the millimetre range, and therefore identify excessive displacements requiring 
more detailed ground investigation. A major advantage of this technology is that a 
single radar image, which can be obtained in darkness and through clouds, can cover a 
major urban centre. Preliminary results from an application of this technology to the 
transportation infrastructure in the Vancouver metropolitan area are presented. 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 State of Health of Canadian Bridges 

Canadian cities and regions have substantial transportation infrastructure assets – 
bridges, roads, railways, and public walkways – that support our economy and quality 
of life. Most of this infrastructure was built between the 1950s and 1970s, and has 
gradually deteriorated over the decades due to limited investment in timely maintenance 
and repair. Inadequate upkeep of these public assets has accelerated the growing costs 
of repairs and replacements, which was estimated at $21.7 billion in November 2007 
(Mirza 2007). These inflating costs are associated directly with the rehabilitation of fast 
deteriorating bridges and roads all over Canada. Aside from fiscal pressures, aging 
infrastructure poses significant risk to public safety and quality of life, particularly 
bridges. Although eroding public roads and consequent hazards are a source of 
disturbance to commuter traffic, fast-deteriorating highway bridges could present a 
threat to human life in the event of a collapse. Approximately 25% of today’s bridges 
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and roads are considered deficient in terms of structural capacity and functionality (U.S. 
DOT et al. 2007).  

Bridges in Canada are subject to intense freeze/thaw cycles and serious corrosion-
induced damage due to the use of de-icing salts on roads for safe winter travel. Since 
many of these structures were built several decades ago, a number of them do not 
comply with modern bridge design codes. Design flaws, poor construction, materials 
degradation, traffic increase, environmental stresses, and heavier truckloads further 
accelerate deterioration and render these ageing bridges structurally and functionally 
deficient. Deteriorating bridges have become ubiquitous across Canada in several major 
urban centres. 

Unfortunately, it sometimes takes a disastrous structural failure to draw attention to 
severity of the problem. In USA, the recent dramatic failure of the Mississippi River 
Bridge in Minneapolis has raised public and government awareness of the risk of 
relying only on periodic bridge inspections (e.g. every two years) to detect deficiencies 
that are continuously developing over time. However, bridge structures are designed to 
display ductile failure modes in case of collapse, and consequently most of them will 
display early warnings when the structure is under extreme loads, providing enough 
time for remedial actions. With this in mind, structural health monitoring (SHM) is ideal 
for detecting early warnings of possible failures or need for rehabilitation and 
strengthening.  

1.2 Need for Remote Monitoring 

The growing concern over the safety of civil infrastructure has spawned increased 
research to develop suitable monitoring technologies and strategies. The judicious use 
of SHM on critical bridges can contribute to addressing some of today’s challenges. For 
instance, a more accurate knowledge of the life cycle performance of a bridge network 
through SHM can provide more complete and timely information to decision makers for 
an improved management of highway bridges regarding their maintenance and 
rehabilitation. SHM can help re-assess and update traffic and environmental loads and 
associated safety factors used in bridge design, including the effects of climate change. 
Reliability-based service-life prediction models, such as the one developed by Lounis 
and Daigle (2008), can be calibrated and regularly updated with selected SHM data to 
improve the accuracy and validity of service life predictions (Cusson et al. 2011). 
Consequently, the safety, structural performance, and durability of major bridges can be 
optimized, and their risks of failure and life cycle costs can be minimized.  

Even as in-situ monitoring technologies evolve and get integrated into modern sensor-
packed “smart bridges”, thousands of other bridges throughout the nation will remain 
insufficiently inspected and inadequately serviced. In-situ sensors are appropriate for 
targeted monitoring of selected structures, but cannot be readily deployed on a large 
scale, due to the already limited budgets for bridge maintenance and rehabilitation. 
Complementary satellite-based monitoring data generated using radar imagery may 
offer a viable source of independent information products that may be used to remotely 
monitor the structural health of bridges, confirm conclusions drawn from in-situ sensor 
data, and feed decision-support models and tools for pre-emptive bridge rehabilitation. 
For these reasons, a collaborative project entitled RADARSAT-2 Structural Health 
Monitoring (R2SHM) was recently initiated to apply a mature remote sensing 
technology towards the large-scale monitoring of bridges in urban areas. R2SHM will 
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supply bridge information products, combined with in-situ data, which can be used by 
bridge owners to help identify safety-critical structures and quantify the risk they pose 
to their users. 

 

2 SAR INTERFEROMETRY FOR REMOTE MONITORING OF BRIDGES 

The two key limitations of in-situ monitoring – i.e. the lack of spatial detail on a given 
bridge and the inability to instrument all bridge structures of a major urban centre – can 
be supplemented by remote satellite-based monitoring through regular radar imaging. 
The RADARSAT-2 satellite sensor has several advanced beam modes that are suitable 
for regular displacement monitoring of specific targets on bridges (e.g. slabs, trusses, 
towers, abutments, joints, barriers, posts). Although radar-monitoring technology is 
mature and capable of measuring millimetre-level target displacements, its temporal 
resolution is limited by the repeat pass period of the RADARSAT-2 satellite, which is 
24 days. Consequently, there is a natural synergy between the high temporal resolution 
of in-situ sensors and high spatial resolution and coverage of satellite-based radar 
images. 

The creation of interference images (or interferograms) from pairs of finely co-
registered synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images acquired using nearly identical 
viewing geometry spawned a host of applications that characterize the earth’s surface 
and its atmosphere. SAR is fundamentally a ranging measurement that generates images 
by bouncing microwaves from the Earth’s surface. Each pixel in an interferogram 
comprises a phase difference (0° to 360°) between two distinct SAR snapshots of a 
given resolution cell. The interferogram phase is cumulatively sensitive to all geometric 
and physical variables that affect the return path length of the microwaves from the 
satellite sensor to the earth’s surface during each of the two satellite passes. Hence, the 
phase is proportional to surface topography, ground displacement along the satellite 
line-of-sight, atmospheric pressure and water vapour, and soil moisture. SAR 
Interferometry (InSAR) used to measure surface displacement was first demonstrated by 
Gabriel et al. (1989). Since then, InSAR has been successfully used to measure 
displacements from landslides (Fruneau et al. 1996), earthquakes (Massonnet et al. 
1993), volcanoes (Briole et al. 1997), glaciers (Goldstein et al. 1993), metal mining 
(Rabus et al. 2009), oil/gas fields (Fielding et al. 1998), groundwater extraction 
(McCardle et al. 2009), and urban infrastructure (Rabus & Ghuman 2009). 

In the previously cited publications, SAR Interferometry has been applied to diverse 
applications such as generating elevation maps of the earth, mapping of expansive and 
localized motion phenomena, and characterization of atmospheric water vapour. This is 
because SAR sensors capture path images that can be co-registered and interfered to 
yield a path difference that is sensitive to the imaging geometry and variations in 
physical parameters such as elevation, atmosphere, displacement, and soil moisture. 
Each pixel of an interferogram contains phase contributions from these physical 
variables, and the contrasting spatio-temporal statistical properties of the constituent 
signals can be utilized to isolate the desired component. Phase decontamination is the 
process of segregating the target signal by modeling and removing all other phase 
contributions (i.e. contaminants). For the purpose of bridge monitoring, displacement is 
the target signal and the main contaminants are atmosphere and elevation error. Local 
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and expansive variations in atmospheric water vapour get imprinted on interferograms 
because microwaves have to travel through the atmosphere during imaging. Elevation 
errors occur because accurate vertical positions of bridge targets are unknown during 
the processing of SAR images. 

For example, Figure 1 illustrates Point Targets (PTs) identified on the Ironworkers 
Memorial Bridge in Vancouver. The higher point density in the image on the right is 
generated from 3 m resolution SAR imagery (Ultrafine-18 or U18) whereas the lower 
point density on the left is generated by using 8 m resolution images (Fine-Quad-2 or 
FQ2). The advantage of using lower resolution images in some applications is that they 
can cover larger ground areas than higher resolution images.  

 
Figure 1. Point targets on the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge, Vancouver, Canada. 

Some of the PTs – especially from the FQ2 dataset – appear to lie in water because of 
contamination from the aforementioned elevation errors manifesting as horizontal 
positioning inaccuracies. The displacement history at each point can be measured by 
modeling and removing the atmospheric and elevation phase contributions through the 
process of Point Target Interferometry (PTI), also commonly known as Persistent 
Scatterer Interferometry (PSI). In order to identify PTs and accurately apply PTI, a data 
stack comprising more than 15 overlapping SAR images is required. Phase denoising 
techniques are also applied, whereby multiple redundant measurements are generated, 
each with independent noise characteristics, and this over-defined set of observations is 
mathematically solved to suppress noise and emphasize the target displacement signal. 

3 EARLY RESULTS OF REMOTE MONITORING OF CIVIL 
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSETS IN VANCOUVER, CANADA 

The current focus of R2SHM is on deriving reliable displacement histories for PTs 
occurring over bridge structures in urban centres. The U18 and FQ2 stacks were used 
over the City of Vancouver to identify PTs on urban infrastructure assets, including 
bridges. The overall urban point densities were measured to be 444 points/km2 for the 
FQ2 stack and 3104 points/km2 for the U18 stack. For example, the total number of PTs 
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identified over the five selected bridges in Vancouver (Granville, Burrard, Cambie, 
Lions Gate, and Ironworkers Memorial bridges) was 342 for the FQ2 stack and 2170 for 
the U18 stack. The sixfold denser point distribution achieved with the U18 stack is 
advantageous for measuring bridge displacements with greater spatial detail. Moreover, 
it enhances measurement accuracy because signal processing algorithms benefit from an 
increased density of PTs. Table 1 provides information on five Vancouver bridges and 
compares the number of PTs that were identified on each bridge with the FQ2 and U18 
datasets. 

 

 

Table 1. Information on selected satellite-monitored bridges in Vancouver, Canada. 

Bridge 
Name 
(year 
opened) 

Granville 
(1954) 

Burrard 
(1932) 

Cambie 
(1985) 

Lions Gate 
(1938) 

Ironworkers 
(1960) 

Location 49.272°N, 
123.133°W 

49.275°N, 
123.137°W 

49.272°N, 
123.115°W 

49.315°N, 
123.138°W 

49.296°N, 
123.026°W 

Water 
crossing 

False Creek False 
Creek 

False 
Creek 

Burrard 
Inlet 

Burrard Inlet 

Type Cantilever/truss Steel truss Box girder Suspension Cantilever/truss 
Length 732 m 850 m 1,100 m 1,517 m 1,292 m 
Number of 
lanes 

8 traffic lanes 6 traffic 
lanes + 2 
sidewalks 

6 traffic 
lanes + 1 
sidewalk 

3 traffic 
lanes + 1 
sidewalk 

6 traffic lanes 
+ 1 sidewalk 

Peak 
height 
(GPS) 

48 m 38 m 19 m 69 m 59 m 

FQ2 Nb. 
of PTs 

47 39 57 125 74 

U18 Nb. 
of PTs 

419 165 300 737 549 

InSAR is capable of generating wide-area displacement maps that identify and quantify 
displacement basins occurring in the entire imaged region. Figure 2 illustrates the 
vertical (up-down) cumulative displacement map generated over the Greater Vancouver 
Area using the FQ2 dataset over a period of 3 years. The coloured displacement basins 
are quantified with respect to the legend (from -40 mm in red to +40 mm in blue), and 
Google Earth optical imagery has been used as a background. The most significant 
displacements were measured over Richmond and South-East Burnaby. With the largest 
negative displacements (-40 mm over 3 years), the Vancouver International Airport was 
a key motion hotspot.  
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Figure 2. FQ2 displacement data over the Greater Vancouver Area (Apr 2008 – Mar 
2011). 

In addition to spatial displacement mapping, PTI was also used to extract displacement 
histories at discrete targets on infrastructure installations such as rapid public transit 
lines (Figure 3), buildings (Figure 4), and bridges (Figure 5). Although some seasonal 
effects may be observed, the general trends show steadily increasing ground sinking 
down to 20 mm over two years only (U18 dataset). A detailed analysis of surrounding 
PTs is required to assess whether the whole infrastructure is sinking uniformly or only 
at some supports, which could be worrisome.  

 
Figure 3. Displacement profile for a target on a rapid transit line. 
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Figure 4. Displacement profile for a target on a wastewater treatment plant. 

 
Figure 5. Displacement profile for a target on a bridge approach slab. 

Current work at 3v Geomatics Inc. is focusing on increasing the density of PTs on 
bridge structures through the development of new PT identification techniques that can 
pre-select high quality points, and reduce the high data volume requirements (> 15 SAR 
images) for detecting PTs. In addition, target positioning correction methods are being 
developed by interpolating the horizontal position and modeling the vertical elevation 
error. Displacement results over bridge structures are currently contaminated by 
elevation errors since externally available elevation models do not account for bridges 
over water, i.e. the bridge is set to the same elevation as the underlying water body. 
Removal of elevation errors will not only improve the quality of displacement 
measurements, but also benefit visualization and interpretation, since PTs will be 
correctly positioned over corresponding physical structures in background optical 
imagery. 
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4 FORESEEN APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE-BASED STRUCTURAL 
HEALTH MONITORING OF TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

4.1 Improved bridge monitoring frequency 

Typically, bridges are periodically monitored with different levels of scrutiny. For 
example, the City of Ottawa conducts three levels of inspections: (i) monthly visual 
inspections (conducted to identify obvious concerns such as vehicle impacts); (ii) 
annual general inspections; and (iii) mandatory biennial thorough inspections. Frequent 
displacement monitoring is only available for the very few bridges that are instrumented 
with surface or embedded sensors. With R2SHM, specific bridge targets can be 
monitored to identify and investigate targets with suspicious displacement on a monthly 
time-scale. As a result, timely identification of potential problems can help mitigate 
their impact on structural health and lower bridge rehabilitation costs. 

4.2 Improved bridge integrity and serviceability 

The goal of periodic InSAR displacement measurements is to establish a correlation 
with bridge serviceability and integrity issues. Bridge engineers are interested in 
monitoring subtle displacements that can be indicative of unexpected events. Motion 
can be detected along each of the three dimensions, for example: (i) vertical 
displacement from the settlement of a newly constructed bridge; (ii) longitudinal 
displacement from daily or seasonal thermal expansion/contraction; and (iii) transverse 
displacement from damaged bearings. The sensitivity of InSAR to horizontal 
displacements, however, depends on the relative angles between the satellite line-of-
sight and the bridge longitudinal direction. As indicated in Table 1, hundreds of target 
points can be obtained on the same bridge structure. This also allows the evaluation of 
differential displacements along the length (or the width) of the bridge, which may 
result in excessive expansion joint opening or stress in the deck. In addition, a sudden 
change (acceleration/deceleration) in the temporal evolution of a bridge point target is 
of greater concern than steady displacement.  

4.3 Overcoming bridge accessibility issues 

Satellite-based monitoring has significant economic and logistical value towards 
monitoring of hazards in remote areas that often do not receive the required attention 
due to accessibility issues. InSAR could be useful for monitoring the watercourse 
around bridges in remote areas. For example, meandering rivers that change course 
along the Alaska Highway can overwhelm bridges and threatens their foundations. 
Another benefit in this case is the monitoring of bridges in remote areas with difficult 
access, severe weather conditions, and possibly infrequent onsite inspections. The use of 
R2SHM would complement and validate the limited onsite inspection data, while 
optimizing the inspection travels and related budget. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the preliminary results of this on-going R2SHM project, these conclusions are 
drawn: 
• Synthetic aperture radar interferometry 

can be used to identify and monitor the changes in elevation of hundreds of point 
targets over a single bridge structure. 
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• Satellite-based radar images can be 
taken over an entire urban area to monitor remotely hundreds of bridge structures 
simultaneously, though clouds and at night.  

• Remote monitoring can identify bridge 
problems (e.g. mid-span deflection, foundation settlement, critical river level) and 
help prioritize in-situ bridge monitoring and inspection.  

• Remote monitoring (with high spatial 
density/low temporal density measurements) and in-situ monitoring (with low 
spatial density/high temporal density measurements) can be used simultaneously to 
increase the validity and accuracy of the measured data and findings. 

• Foreseen benefits of remote monitoring 
include: monthly bridge displacement monitoring, improved bridge serviceability 
and integrity, and fewer bridge accessibility issues in remote geographical areas 
and/or harsh and cold weather.  
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